Searching for Wolves (Paranormal Werewolf Erotic Romance, Alpha
Shifter)

Im a werewolf, Lauren. And with you here,
in the light of the full moon, I cant contain
myself much longer. Go, be safe. Lauren
has been obsessed with wolves for as long
as she can remember: admiring their sleek
ferocity and unshakable loyalty and
dreaming of one day seeing or hearing
them in the wild. Finally setting off on her
trip of a lifetime, she has high hopes when
she meets the ruggedly sexy woodsman
living deep in the forest and not just for
the tips or direction he could provide. But
Carl is in no position to welcome guests the full moon is rising and the unexpected
appearance of a woman in his life again
could drown all his hard won self-control
in a haze of bestial lust and need.
His
abrasive insistence she leave quickly
dashes Laurens hopes, but as the night falls
and the moon reaches its zenith neither of
them may be able to resist the pull of the
other and perhaps Laurens dreams will be
fulfilled in a way she could never have
anticipated.
Warning: This 10k word
erotic romance contains graphic language
and explosive sexual activity between an
eager woman with a love of wolves and a
sexy werewolf struggling with his nature.
Intended for mature audiences 18+ only.
----- Excerpt ----- Her heart sped up as she
saw him and the immediate jolt of
attraction ran through her at his powerful
form and rugged appearance, long brown
hair flowing carelessly just past shoulder
length and framing his handsome face.
Well, this is even better than I was hoping
I can certainly picture spending the night
with him! Shaking her head slightly,
Lauren banished those thoughts and
stepped up to the stranger, the pleasant
surprise of his appearance mingling with
her hopes to have her practically bubbling
over with enthusiasm and only his full
arms preventing her from thrusting her
hand out in greeting. Hi there! Do you live
here? Its great to find someone so far out in
What are you doing here? Lauren
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frowned a little at his abrasive interruption
but figured he was probably startled to find
someone in his obviously private space.
Shifting a little she tried to dial back her
somewhat overpowering excitement.
Sorry, I was just so excited to find
someone living here who could helpIm
Lauren, and Im spending a week hiking
these woods His face darkened and Lauren
fought the sudden urge to take a step back.
Have I completely misjudged this? You
shouldnt be here. These forests are
dangerous, no place for a woman alone.
Shaking her head, Lauren laughed off his
concerns. Dont worry, I know how to take
care of myself, and Ive spent plenty of time
learning how to survive in places like this.
The only reaction those assurances got
were a sharp shake of his head and the
beginnings of a scowl as he shifted and
grunted with the load he was carrying,
unable to gesture to emphasise himself
quite how he wanted to. No! There are
dangerous creatures here, wild animals.
You need to leave This time Lauren cut
him off, starting to get irritated at the
direction this conversation was taking. Im
not helpless, damn it! What sort of wild
animals? I havent heard of anything
particularly bad
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